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The Local Government Fiscal Impacts of Land Uses in Union County 
 
Union County is located in North Georgia.  It is a fairly rural county centered on the city of 
Blairsville, the county seat.  Union County has a total population of 17,289 according to the 
2000 Census (2004 estimate of 19,607).  Growth in Union County is driven by the purchase of 
second (seasonal) homes and is creating demand for residential development.  Such pressure is 
becoming unmanageable; population growth averaged more than 3% per year from 1990 to 
2000 (total population growth of 44.2%).  Approximately 800 people live in Blairsville, leaving 
10,000 residents in unincorporated Union County.  The median household income was $31,893 
in 1999.  Union County has a large base of productive farmland, approximately 42,838 acres.  
Many citizens feel that more business or retail shopping would be beneficial, but a large 
segment of the residents are worried about the high pace of residential growth.  They want to 
weigh the cost of growth against the benefits. 
 
Around the country, about one million acres of farmland per year are being developed for other 
uses.  Local governments, especially in rural areas, often have difficulty financing the services 
that come with this development and are constantly looking for ways to improve their financial 
health.   Local government officials often believe that one solution to their government’s 
financial difficulties lies through development, by increasing the property tax base; however, a 
growing body of empirical evidence shows that while commercial and industrial development 
can indeed improve the financial well being of a local government, residential development 
worsens it.  While residential development brings with it new tax (and fee) revenue, it also 
brings demand for local government services.  The cost of providing these services exceeds the 
revenue generated by the new houses in every case studied (American Farmland Trust).   
 
Georgia is in the national spotlight for growth and development policies.  The state government 
in Georgia has launched a major initiative (One Georgia) to boost economic development in 
rural communities and bring new development projects to these locations.  While the main goal 
of this initiative is commercial and industrial growth, residential development will obviously 
follow if the initiative is successful.  That residential development; however, will not necessarily 
occur in the same county as the commercial/industrial development, so caution is in order. This 
report provides a snapshot of Union County in which an allocation of the county’s budget 
numbers reveals the economic service costs and revenue streams of three major land uses and 
provides a snapshot of the county’s overall financial health. After describing the method of 
analysis, the results will be presented. 
 
Cost of Community Service Studies 
Cost of Community Service (COCS) studies involve a reorganization of a local government’s 
(usually a county’s) records in order to assign the government revenues and costs of public 
services to different classes of land use or development such as residential, commercial, 
industrial, farm, forest and open lands.  For example, a county’s expenditures on the Department 
of Family and Children Services program would be classified as all benefiting residential 
development; the costs of roads would be allocated across all types of development; and 
expenditures on the Forestry Commission would likely be allocated to farm and forestland.  The 
resulting totals for revenues generated and expenditures incurred can be presented as a ratio of 
expenditures-to-revenues for different land use types.  Where expenses are difficult to allocate 



across land use categories, emphasis is placed on the expert knowledge of county staff to 
estimate service expenditures by land use category.  Data on the acreage, population, and 
property value in each land use category is also used in determining some expenditure 
allocations. 
 
COCS studies look at average revenues and expenditures, not changes at the margin, and are 
thus not capable of precisely predicting the impact of future decisions.  Still, they provide the 
benefit of hindsight, a budgetary baseline from which to make decisions about the future.  They 
can also allow for informed decision-making on such policy topics as tax abatements for farm or 
forestland (or even for commercial/industrial development).  Further, educated guesses can often 
be made from these averages as to the likely marginal cost of development and the impact on a 
local government’s financial situation as a result of land use transition. 
 
 Review of COCS Studies from Around the Nation and In Georgia 
About 90 COCS studies have been completed by a variety of researchers around the country for 
cities and rural communities.  The maximum, median, and minimum ratios of local government 
revenues-to-expenditures collected from these studies are shown in Table 1.  The “Minimum” 
row states that for every dollar the county generates from the residential category, it spends 
$2.11 in services. The commercial/industrial and farm/forestland categories show that, on 
average, the government receives more than it spends and therefore, these land uses create a 
surplus. The numbers show the fallacy of depending on residential development as a sound 
growth policy.  In not a single instance did residential development generate sufficient revenue 
to cover its associated expenditures.  Results of other Georgia studies are shown in the appendix. 
 
 
Table 1.  A National Summary of COCS Study Results 
 
   Revenue: Expenditures 
County Residential Comm./Ind. Farm/Forest
Minimum 1 : 2.11 1 : 1.04 1 : 0.99 
Median 1 : 1.15 1 : 0.27 1 : 0.36 
Maximum 1 : 1.02 1 : 0.05 1 : 0.02 
 
Footnote: these figures are for 83 COCS studies compiled by the American Farmland Trust 
(http://www.farmlandinfo.org/fic/tas/COCS_9-01.pdf). 
 
 
Bedroom communities are not economically sustainable at tax rates that are likely to be levied.  
In fact, when a rural community with a large base of farm and forestland begins to convert that 
land into residential development, either as a planned growth strategy or due to market forces 
and a lack of growth control measures, the local government is virtually guaranteed to head 
down a path of deteriorating financial stability and increasing local property tax rates. 
 



Union County   
Three land use categories were defined for this study: residential, commercial/ industrial, and 
farm/forest/open space.  The residential category was also subdivided to allow a separate 
depiction of the fiscal impacts of manufactured housing.  Financial information was obtained 
from Union County and the Union County School System.  For Union County, the data are for 
the year ended December 31, 2004; for the schools, the data are for the 2003-2004 school year.  
The revenues and expenditures in the budgets were allocated to the land use categories based on 
the review of available records and interviews with local officials and service providers 
(farmhouses were included in residential category.)  Revenues and expenditures were totaled for 
each land use category and revenues-to-expenditures ratios were calculated.  In calculating the 
ratios, an adjustment was performed to account for revenue generated from sources outside the 
county (which amounted to 6.0% of the total revenues); this adjustment recognizes that all 
expenditures are partially funded from these outside sources.  The final results are displayed and 
tabulated in Figures 1 and 2 below. Figure 1 represents the county government only with schools 
excluded.  Figure 2 shows how the results change when schools are included.  The figures are 
presented as dollars of revenue per dollar of expenditure; numbers greater than one signify land 
uses generating more in revenue than they are receiving in service expenditures.   
           
Analysis of the revenue-to-expenditure ratio for the farm and forestland category in Union 
County reveals a common result: residential development provides less in revenue than it 
requires in service expenditures (with or without schools included).  Within the residential 
category, separate results have been included for manufactured housing.  (Note that 
manufactured housing also is included in the general residential housing category.)  As shown in 
Figures 1 and 2, manufactured housing creates an even larger fiscal deficit for local 
governments and schools than residential development in general.  This is due to the lower 
appraised values, leading to lower property tax payments.  The commercial/industrial category 
produces a solid fiscal surplus for the county government, while the farm and forest land in 
Union County generates a very small fiscal surplus for the school system.   
  
Break-even Home Values  
The cost of service and revenue generation numbers that lie behind the ratios reported above can 
also be used to calculate the home value necessary for a county or school board to break-even.  
If one assumes that service cost is fairly constant across houses relative to the home value, such 
computations are straightforward. Further, this is not an unreasonable assumption as local 
government service costs will vary with house location, lot size, and (for schools) with number 
of kids, but are not particularly correlated with home value.  Given this assumption, the county 
government’s average service cost per house is easily calculated, as is the revenue from all 
residential sources other than property tax from houses.  Then, one can use the county millage 
rate and homestead exemption to find the home value where revenue will exactly equal service 
cost; we call this the break-even home value.  For schools, the average per pupil cost from local 
tax money is computed (state and federal money is excluded) and then the school millage rate 
and exemptions allow the computation of a break-even home value needed to generate sufficient 
local revenue to cover the locally-generated expenditures for whatever number of children per 
household is expected or is being modeled.  Figure 3 shows the breakeven home value for Union 
County to be $121,442 (the average appraised home value in 2004 is about $75,883 excluding 
manufactured housing, $71,848 including it).  



Figure 1.    Revenues per $1 of Expenditures by Land Use  
(County Government Only) 
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Figure 2.    Revenues per $1 of Expenditures by Land Use  
                                      (County Government Plus Schools) 
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While the government breaks-even on a $121,442 house, they are just one entity in the county.  
From the county school system perspective, the results are quite different.  If a home contains 
just one child attending the public county schools, the break-even home value is $649,900 from 
the point of view of the schools’ budget.  Thus, the county government will be earning a fiscal 
surplus off a house with a single child long before the schools.  With two kids in school, the 
break-even home price increases to $1,294,900.  Census data suggests that a home in Union 
County is likely to have about three quarters of a child of public school age.  The break-even 
value for homes from the school system point of view using this average of 0.75 pupils per 
household is $488,700.  This is well above the average value of new houses being constructed in 
Union County.  Thus, in most cases public education of children must be subsidized by taxes 
paid from other land use classes along with school taxes paid by homeowners without children 
in the public school system. 
 
The main insight from these numbers is that school expenses are the main service burden from 
residential development.  Yet, with no direct control over growth and land use policies, schools 
are required by law to accept all children who move into their jurisdictions.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.        Union County Breakeven Home Values 
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How Much Does Farm Preservation Cost? 
There has been an ongoing debate over the equity of state and local government programs that 
provide tax relief for farm and forestland. These programs provide tax relief by assessing the 
land at its “current use” in place of its “highest and best use.” In return, landowners must agree 
to keep the land in its current use for 10 years or be subject to financial penalties.  These 
programs help to slow development and preserve farm/forestland and green space. In Georgia, 
agricultural lands are eligible for enrollment in the Conservation Use Valuation Assessment 
(CUVA) or the Agricultural Preferential (AG PREF) program to receive these tax incentives. 
 
A major underlying question, however, is: How much of a tax burden is shifted to homeowners 
to make up for this loss in revenue?  This question can be answered in Union County by 
empirical investigation of the tax digest and the results of the COCS.  Table 2 below was 
compiled from the Union County Tax Digest Consolidated Summaries and shows the loss in 
revenue for Union County as a result of the two programs. 
 
 
Table 2.  Lost Revenue in Union County from Preferential Assessment Programs 
 
Government  Parcel Value State Tax County Tax School Tax Total Tax 
Program Count Eliminated Loss Loss Loss Loss 
CUVA 838 $50,581,959 $12,645 $260,497 $477,038 $750,181 
AG PREF 2 $151,240 $38 $779 $1,426 $2,243 
 
 
To compute the impact of these tax incentive programs, the reduction in the tax digest (the sum 
total of property value in the county) due to these programs is added back into the tax digest.  
This yields a hypothetical tax digest as if these programs did not exist.  Then a millage rate is 
computed to produce the same revenue as collected currently by the local government and 
school combined.  This produces a slightly lower millage rate that property owners would pay if 
these tax incentive programs did not exist.  The difference between this lower, hypothetical rate 
and the actual millage rate (0.37 mills for the county and 0.67 for the schools) allows 
computation of the fiscal impact of these tax programs for any specified property value.  Table 3 
shows the amount of additional property tax (both county and school) a homeowner pays 
because of the existence on these programs that benefit agricultural landowners.  The numbers 
are computed for various home prices and a standard homestead exemption.  For example, the 
owner of a $75,000 house pays an additional $29.10 per year.  These tax increases are quite 
small, particularly given the large role of agriculture in Union County.  A fair number of these 
homeowners are farmland owners, their relatives, or employees of an agriculturally related 
enterprise.  It seems likely that a majority of Union County taxpayers would consider this 
additional tax worthwhile in exchange for helping to preserve farmland in their county. 
 
 
Table 3.  Homeowner Tax Increases as a Result of Farmland Assessment Programs 
 
House Value $50,000 $75,000 $100,000 $150,000 $200,000 
Additional Tax $18.71 $29.10 $39.49 $60.28 $81.06 



Implications for Governments and Farm/Forest Land Preservation Efforts  
The main implication of COCS studies is that a local government that approves the conversion 
of farm or forestland to residential development is likely to face a worsening in its financial 
condition.  While the lure of an increased property tax base is often attractive to a local 
government when it is considering a request to approve a new subdivision, local government 
officials must realize that their expenditures will likely rise more than their revenues, resulting 
in a budget shortfall unless millage rates are increased.  In Union County, the conversion of 
farmland to houses will worsen the financial condition of the county government slightly if the 
new homes have an average value below break-even value of $121,442, but will have an 
especially large and negative impact on the school system’s finances.  Schools are very 
expensive and only very high-priced homes can come close to generating enough school-
collected revenue to support even one child per household.  New homes built in Union County 
may well exceed the county’s break-even value, but there is little hope that they will have high 
enough average values to cover the accompanying educational costs.   
 
Further, COCS studies confirm that programs which reduce property tax burdens on farm and 
forestland as a mechanism to encourage farm and forestland preservation are equitable and serve 
only to bring the tax burden more in line with the cost of servicing that property.  Farm and 
forestland may not generate an impressive looking tax base, but neither do they create a large 
demand for government services. 
 
The findings of COCS studies should be carefully evaluated in light of the changing character of 
these rural counties.  COCS studies should not be used to promote one land use type over 
another without a careful and full understanding of their limitations.  They use average revenues 
and expenditures and may not reflect the costs and revenue of a particular development project.  
They do, however, make clear that residential development alone is not a rational economic 
development strategy.  Rural communities must ensure that their development is balanced with 
enough commercial and industrial development to “support” residential development that does 
not generate enough local government revenues to cover the expenditures it requires. 
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Appendix - Results From Other Studies in Georgia 
 
 
Figure 4.     Revenues per $1 in Expenditures by Land Use  

(County Government Only) 
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Figure 5.     Revenues per $1 in Expenditures by Land Use  

(County Government Plus Schools) 
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